
EARRINGS

Hand-carved earrings made with Tahitian mother-of-pearl or local Hawaiian wood to seashell and genuine beach glass earrings. Each pair of earrings is a unique work of art, showcasing the artists' talents 
using local materials.

TO PLACE AN ORDER, PLEASE SPECFIFY 
TYPE/QUANTITY BELOW

Style Size Style/Color Measurements Material Wholesale Price Description STYLE/COLOR/SIZE ORDER QUANTITY

Made in Fiji Rise Beyond The Reef Tapa Earrings One Size
-Circle
-Rectangle

Circle Earrings 2" 
diameter 
Rectangle Earrings 3" 
L x 1.5" W Tapa $5.50

Hand Stenciled Tapa Earrings from Rise Beyond the Reef, a Fijian womens' 
craft collective that produces skillfully hand-printed traditional designs on 
earrings.

Rise Beyond the Reef is a non-profit craft collective of women artists. Their 
bold tribal designs are carefully hand printed onto sturdy canvas purses, 
clutches and totes. Minor variations and imperfections from the hand printing 
are part of the charm of having something made just for you by hand.

Made in 
Hawaii Hawaii Ewa Glass Earrings One Size Assorted 1.5" drop

Found shells, 
charms, 
produced glass, 
Sterling Silver 
Hook & 
Components $9.00

Charming upcycled tumbled glass coupled with shells, sea urchin spines and 
crystals. Glass colors include cobalt, teak, green, ice pink and earthy brown. 
Found shells include puka, trocus and the rare Sunrise. Earrings are sterling 
silver. Design choices follow the artist's inspiration. Allow yourself to be 
surprised!
 
Due to the natural materials used, slight color and size variations may occur 
from item to item.

Hawaiian Koa & Bone Earrings One Size Assorted 2-3" pendant
Koa, Local 
Wood, Bone $55.00

Koa wood and other local Hawaiian woods are skillfully, seamlessly inlaid 
with bone. Handmade in Hawaii by a local expert free-form carver. Each pair 
is individually composed. These earrings are as much art as they are 
fashion. Hooks are base metal.
 
Due to the handmade process and natural materials of these earrings, 
variations in color and size may occur from pair to matched pair.

Hawaiian Sunrise Shell & Sea Glass Earrings One Size 1.5" drop
Sunrise 
Shell/Sea Glass $32.00

These eye-catching statement earrings are composed of colorful Sunrise 
shells and genuine beach glass found on the shores of Hawaii. Hawaiian 
Sunrise shells, also known as Langford Pectens, are extremely rare and 
highly coveted for their unique vibrant coloring, so evocative of actual 
Hawaiian sunrises. Gold-filled bubble hook and wire wrapping.
 
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be variations in color and texture.

Plumeria Fimo Earrings One Size Assorted 3 cm Flower Span Fimo Clay $7.00

These hand-sculpted polymer clay tropical flowers are made in Waianae, on 
the west coast of Oahu. The artist's exceptional craftsmanship is clearly seen 
in each lifelike blossom. The petals are meticulously shaped by hand, and no 
two are exactly alike. The superior quality FIMO clay is heat-fired, resulting in 
finished flowers that look fresh and delicate but that are both solid and 
strong.
Iconic plumeria flower earrings are available as pierced or clip-on. Pink, 
white/yellow, red, and purple.
 
There may be slight color variations due to the handmade nature of these 
items.



EARRINGS

Na Maka Kahiko Hand Carved Koa & Bamboo 
Earrings One Size

-Ohe (Bamboo)
-Koa Hawaiian Wood

$14.00 - ohe
$16.00 - koa

Master carver Nalu takes his inspiration from ancient kapala, the carved 
bamboo sticks used to stamp designs onto tapa (traditional pounded 
mulberry cloth). These hand-tooled earrings are fashioned from ohe 
(bamboo) and koa (endemic acacia wood). Designs include lau koa (leaves), 
kai (ocean), pewa (wood ties), niho niho (teeth), and mauna (mountain). 
Each pair is a unique work of art, bridging the past and the present, and no 
two pair are alike.

Due to the one-of-a-kind, handmade nature of this item, there may be slight 
variations in size, color and design.

Hawaiian Puka Shell Earrings One Size

-Silver Hook 
-Gold Base Metal 
Hoop

Puka Shell, 
Silver Hook, 
Gold Base 
Metal $5.50

Appealingly simple earrings fashioned from Hawaiian Puka shells. The shells 
are naturally shaped and smoothed by the tumble of the surf upon the shore. 
Each shell is hand picked on the beach in Hawaii. Carefully strung to make a 
dainty earring, no two are exactly alike, and colors range from white to 
lavender. Affordable base metal findings. "Puka" means hole in Hawaiian.
 
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be variations in color and texture.

Made in Tahiti Multi-colored Pupu & Cockle Shell Earrings One Size Assorted 2.5" drop Shell $7.00

These eye-catching earrings are composed of pupu shells and cockle shells 
in a range of natural colors. The shells are collected in the Tuamotu Islands 
of French Polynesia. Perfect for dance groups or for a casual or dressy 
island look. These statement earrings evoke the flowery tropics.
The shells are hand-pierced and arranged into fleurettes using monofilament. 
"Pupu" means shell in Hawaiian.
Rarely available.
100%   handmade in Tahiti.
 
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be variations in color and texture. 

Carved Black Lip Mother of Pearl Earrings One Size
-Shallow Carving
-Hand Carved

Black Lip 
Mother of Pearl, 
Stainless Steel 
Hook

$9.00 - Shallow
$12.00 - Hand 

Carved

Shimmery, iridescent Mother-of-Pearl shell is cut, shaped and artfully 
embellished with traditional tattoo and stylized island designs that are either 
surface-carved or more deeply hand carved. The variety and unique 
distribution of colors within a single shell lends itself to today's on-trend 
fascination with slightly asymmetric earring pairings.
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be slight variations in size or color.

Carved Black Lip Mother of Pearl Earrings with 
Accent One Size

-Tahitian Pearl 
Accent
-Paua (Abalone) 
Accent

Black Lip 
Mother of Pearl, 
Tahitian Pearl, 
New Zealand 
Paua Shell 
(Abalone), 
Sterling Silver 
Hook $80.00

Tahitian pearls come from black lip oysters...so how fitting that these carved 
shell earrings are accented by lustrous Tahitian pearls. Equally stunning are 
carved shell earrings accented by paua shell, the shimmering, vividly 
iridescent New Zealand abalone. Presented in a gift box.
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be slight variations in size or color.

Tahitian Bone Carving Stud Earrings One Size Cow Bone $10.00

Ethically-sourced bone is carved into small dome earrings featuring the 
Marquesan cross design. This traditional motif is thought to be based on the 
sea turtle shell, and symbolizes balance between the elements and universal 
harmony. The cross has been used as a time-honored protective talisman.
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be slight variations in size or color.



EARRINGS

Made in 
Marshall 
Islands Cluster Shell Earrings One Size

-Cowry Shell
-White Shell 1-1.5" drop Shell $9.00

Using local white cowrie shells, Marshallese artisans hand-pierce and string 
the lustrous shells into cluster earrings using monofilament to secure them 
together. Hook is made of sterling silver.
 
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be variations in color and texture.

Marshallese Shell & Woven Niau earrings One Size Assorted

Local 
Marshallese 
Shell, Niau 
Fiber $9.00

Artisans of the Marshall Islands are exceptionally skilled handcrafters, 
making impressive use of natural fibers and shells. Intriguing green Cat's Eye 
shells are encased in hand-woven Niau (young coconut palm leaf), framed 
beneath with Angel Alu shells.
 
Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be variations in color and texture.

Made in 
Samoa

Samoa Hand Painted and Carved Coconut Shell 
Earrings S/M/L

-Hand Painted
-Niau Wrapped Coconut Shell

$5.50 - Small
$6.50 - Medium

$7.50 - Large

Hand Painted: Brilliantly executed handcrafted coconut shell earrings made 
in Samoa. The free-hand painted artistry of these earrings is stunning in 
detail. Traditional tattoo designs are applied to light-colored young coconut 
shell. Three-piece dangle; various shapes. Items may vary as styles and 
patterns differ slightly.

Niau Wrapped: Coconut shell earrings are cut, shaped, and securely and 
deftly wrap-woven with niau, light-colored coconut palm frond fiber, 
contrasted with black dyed niau. The tight geometry of the wrap-weaving is a 
stunning counterpoint to the soft curves of the shell.

Due to the handmade nature of this item and natural materials used, there 
may be variations in color and texture.


